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Reading the Cozy Mystery

2021-02-23

with their intimate settings subdued action and likeable characters cozy
mysteries are rarely seen as anything more than light entertainment the cozy
a subgenre of crime fiction has been historically misunderstood and often
overlooked as the subject of serious study this anthology brings together a
groundbreaking collection of essays that examine the cozy mystery from a
range of critical viewpoints the authors engage with the standard
classification of a cozy the characters who appear in its pages the
environment where the crime occurs and how these elements reveal the cozy
story s complexity in surprising ways essays analyze cozy mysteries to argue
that agatha christie is actually not a cozy writer that columbo fits the mold
of the cozy detective and that the stories portrayals of settings like the
quaint english village reveal a more complicated society than meets the eye

Dud Cheque

2005-02-19

debby is too critical of the italian way of life to make do with her husband
s sexual problems paul an anglo italian reporter with a magazine in rome does
his best to please her he is well meaning and intelligent but a man also
needs willpower and emotional stability and he has got neither he is a loser



and indeed when the discovery of a dead man in the boot of a car leads him to
unearth the cover up of a murder he finds himself unable to win back his wife
as well as file the outcome of his investigation for fear of endangering the
life of his half sister lelia who was somewhat involved in the crime
suspecting that debby has an affair with a bosnian he has a go with another
woman but the weight of his past is too heavy and they give up he confides in
lelia only to realize they have much to share a palmist dubbed him a powerful
car on the road at night without headlights reminding himself of that
metaphor paul takes the via del mare driving against the traffic at high
speed

The Tyranny of Experts

2014-03-04

in this bracingly iconoclastic book new york times book review a renowned
economics scholar breaks down the fight to end global poverty and the rights
that poor individuals have had taken away for generations in the tyranny of
experts renowned economist william easterly examines our failing efforts to
fight global poverty and argues that the expert approved top down approach to
development has not only made little lasting progress but has proven a
convenient rationale for decades of human rights violations perpetrated by
colonialists postcolonial dictators and us and uk foreign policymakers
seeking autocratic allies demonstrating how our traditional antipoverty
tactics have both trampled the freedom of the world s poor and suppressed a



vital debate about alternative approaches to solving poverty easterly
presents a devastating critique of the blighted record of authoritarian
development in this masterful work easterly reveals the fundamental errors
inherent in our traditional approach and offers new principles for western
agencies and developing countries alike principles that because they are
predicated on respect for the rights of poor people have the power to end
global poverty once and for all

Whistlestop

2016-08-02

from face the nation moderator and contributing editor for the atlantic john
dickerson come the stories behind the stories of the most memorable moments
in american presidential campaign history the stakes are high the characters
full of striving and ego presidential campaigns are a contest for control of
power in the most powerful country on earth the battle of ideas has a clear
end with winners and losers and along the way there are sharp turning points
primaries debates conventions and scandals that squeeze candidates into
emergency action frantic grasping and heroic gambles as mike murphy the
political strategist put it campaigns are like war without bullets
whistlestop tells the human story of nervous gambits hatched in first floor
hotel rooms failures of will before the microphone and the cross country
crack ups of long planned stratagems at the bar at the end of a campaign day
these are the stories reporters rehash for themselves and embellish for



newcomers in addition to the familiar tales whistlestop also remembers the
forgotten stories about the bruising and reckless campaigns of the nineteenth
century when the combatants believed the consequences included the fate of
the republic itself some of the most modern feeling elements of the american
presidential campaign were born before the roads were paved and electric
lights lit the convention halls or there were convention halls at all
whistlestop is a ride through the american campaign history with one of its
most enthusiastic conductors guiding you through the landmarks along the way

York Notes AS/A2: Northanger Abbey Kindle edition

2013-11-18

the ultimate guides to exam success from york notes the uk s favourite
english literature study guides york notes for as a2 are specifically
designed for as a2 students to help you get the very best grade you can

Christmas Stories Of Joy - 50 Short Stories Kindle
Edition

2016-08-23

dive into the heartwarming world of christmas with christmas stories of joy
50 short stories this enchanting collection takes you on a festive journey



through 50 heartwarming tales that capture the true spirit of the holiday
season these short stories will transport you to cozy snow covered villages
bustling cityscapes and magical winter wonderlands experience the joy of
christmas through the eyes of endearing characters who embark on adventures
spread kindness and rediscover the magic of the season each story is a
perfect blend of tradition and originality with themes that touch upon love
giving hope and the enduring power of family and friendship from timeless
classics to contemporary tales these stories celebrate the values that make
christmas a season of unparalleled warmth and happiness whether you re curled
up by the fire or looking for a delightful gift for loved ones christmas
stories of joy will fill your heart with the timeless magic of the holiday
get ready to be captivated by these 50 stories that remind us of the true
meaning of christmas

Necessary Trouble

2014-01-01

necessary trouble is the definitive book on the movements that are poised to
permanently remake american politics we are witnessing a moment of
unprecedented political turmoil and social activism over the last few years
we ve seen the growth of the tea party a twenty first century black freedom
struggle with blacklivesmatter occupy wall street and the grassroots networks
supporting presidential candidates in defiance of the traditional party
elites sarah jaffe leads readers into the heart of these movements explaining



what has made ordinary americans become activists as jaffe argues the
financial crisis in 2008 was the spark the moment that crystallized that
something was wrong for years jaffe crisscrossed the country asking people
what they were angry about and what they were doing to take power back she
attended a people s assembly in a church gymnasium in ferguson missouri
walked a picket line at an atlanta burger king rode a bus from new york to
ohio with student organizers and went door to door in queens days after
hurricane sandy from the successful fight for a 15 minimum wage in seattle
and new york to the halting of shell s arctic drilling program americans are
discovering the effectiveness of making good necessary trouble regardless of
political alignment they are boldly challenging who wields power in this
country

Dating Like Airplanes

2017-06-23

you ve done the online dating thing you ve gone on a hundred blind dates you
ve stared slack jawed at that gorgeous stranger in the coffee shop and couldn
t think of a thing to say you ve scoured the christian dating advice websites
and you re ready to throw up your hands and be done with romance does meeting
your soul mate really need to be this hard stop trying to fall in love says
caleb breakey and start learning how to fly just like airplanes soar above
the clouds you can have a relationship that rises above the ordinary and
doesn t crash and burn caleb breakout author of called to stay traveled his



own rocky road to romance and he ll tell you the truth about courtship and
dating finding your soul mate and what it really means to pursue christian
relationships along the way you ll discover the greatest romance of all the
love that christ pours out on you this is christian dating advice at its best

Canadians and War Volume 2

2013-02-18

often touted as the moment that made canada a nation the battle of vimy ridge
has attained almost legendary status in the canon of our history this
collection of essays explores and analyses the specific battle itself as well
as some of the historical meaning surrounding the events karen hann in e a
dominion comes of age the battle of vimy ridge e presents a basic look at the
battle itself hann introduces the main players discusses troop movements and
explains some of the historical and political significances of the various
elements of the battle in the second essay e e how did the canadian corps
achieve the magnificent victory at vimy ridge when other allied armies failed
e returning lammi publishing author bill leavey offers a deeper analysis of
the battle plans and movements leavey brings his military background to fore
as he teaches us why and how canada achieved such a remarkable victory when
so many others had failed our final essay e vimy ridge sons and brothers e
written by newcomer keith elliott provides us with a more personal look at
this seminal battle and what it means elliott weaves the narrative of his own
journey to the memorial with the story of a great great uncle he never knew



who fought at the infamous ridge together these works should allow newcomers
to gain a good picture of that which we celebrate this april as well as offer
new insights to experienced scholars looking to further their knowledge of
the battle of vimy ridge

Ego

2022-05-31

dieses buch erzählt davon wie nach dem ende des kalten kriegs ein neuer
kalter krieg im herzen unserer gesellschaft eröffnet wird es ist die
geschichte einer manipulation vor sechzig jahren wurde von militärs und
Ökonomen das theoretische model eines menschen entwickelt ein egoistisches
wesen das nur auf das erreichen seiner ziele auf seinen vorteil und das
austricksen der anderen bedacht war ein moderner homo oeconomicus nach seiner
karriere im kalten krieg wurde er nicht ausgemustert sondern eroberte den
alltag des 21 jahrhunderts aktienmärkte werden heute durch ihn gesteuert
menschen ebenso er will in die köpfe der menschen eindringen um waren und
politik zu verkaufen das modell ist zur selbsterfüllenden prophezeiung
geworden der mensch ist als träger seiner entscheidungen abgelöst das große
spiel des lebens läuft ohne uns frank schirrmacher zeichnet in seinem
bahnbrechenden neuen buch die spur eines monströsen doppelgängers nach und
macht klar dass die konsequenzen seines spiels das ende der demokratie sein
könnte wie wir sie heute kennen



Representations of Poverty in Videogames

2020-09-25

this book argues that videogames address contemporary middle class anxieties
about poverty in the united states the early chapters consider gaming as a
modern form of slumming and explore the ways in which titles like the elder
scrolls v skyrim and world of warcraft thematize poverty the argument turns
to the field of literary studies to identify analytical frameworks for
addressing and understanding these themes throughout the book considers how
the academic area of inquiry known as game studies has developed over time
and makes use of such scholarship to present frame and value its major claims
and findings in its conclusion the book models how poverty themes might be
identified and associated for the purpose of gaining greater insights into
how games can shape and also be shaped by the player s economic expectations

Reframing Punishment: Reflections of Culture,
Literature and Morals

2024-05-16

this interdisciplinary volume offers an attempt to question perplex and
ultimately reframe our collective understanding of punishment



God and the Little Grey Cells

2014-07-17

dan w clanton jr examines the presence and use of religion and bible in
agatha christie s hercule poirot novels and stories and their later
interpretations clanton begins by situating christie in her literary
historical and religious contexts by discussing golden age crime fiction and
christianity in england in the late 19th early 20th centuries he then
explores the ways in which bible is used in christie s poirot novels as well
as how christie constructs a religious identity for her little belgian sleuth
clanton concludes by asking how non majority religious cultures are treated
in the poirot canon including a heterodox christian movement spiritualism
judaism and islam throughout clanton acknowledges that many people do not
encounter poirot in his original literary contexts that is far more people
have been exposed to poirot via mediated renderings and interpretations of
the stories and novels in various other genres including radio films and tv
as such the book engages the reception of the stories in these various genres
since the process of adapting the original narrative plots involves at times
meaningful changes capitalizing on the immense and enduring popularity of
poirot across multiple genres and the absence of research on the role of
religion and bible in those stories this book is a necessary contribution to
the field of christie studies and will be welcomed by her fans as well as
scholars of religion popular culture literature and media



Economics of the Undead

2021-12-20

whether preparing us for economic recovery after the zombie apocalypse
analyzing vampire investment strategies or illuminating the market forces
that affect vampire human romances economics of the undead zombies vampires
and the dismal science gives both seasoned economists and layman readers
something to sink their teeth into undead characters have terrified popular
audiences for centuries but when analyzed closely their behaviors and stories
however farfetched mirror our own in surprising ways the essays collected in
this book are as humorous as they are thoughtful as culturally relevant as
they are economically sound and provide an accessible link between a popular
culture phenomenon and the key concepts necessary to building one s
understanding of economic systems big and small it is the first book to apply
and combine economics and our society s fascination with the undead and is an
invaluable resource for those looking to learn economic fundamentals in a fun
and innovative way contributions by kyle william bishop eleanor brown ian
chadd darwynn deyo steven horwitz daniel farhat jean baptiste fleury enrique
guerra pujol brian hollar sebastien lecou joseph mandarino alain marciano
fabien medvecky david t mitchell michael o hara m christine phillips a lynn
phillips g michael phillips lorna piatti farnell robert prga hollis robbins
sarah skwire ilya somin david tufte mary jo tufte and charlotte weil



American Quaker Romances

2015-06-01

quaker characters have peopled many an american literary work most notably
uncle tom s cabin as quakerism has been historically associated with
progressive attitudes and the advancement of social justice with the rise in
recent years of the christian romance market dominated by american
evangelical companies there has been a renewed interest in fictional quakers
in the historical quaker romances analyzed in this book quaker heroines often
devote time to spiritual considerations advocate the sanctity of marriage and
promote traditional family values however their concern with social justice
also leads them to engage in subversive behavior and to question the status
quo as illustrated by heroines who are active on the underground railroad or
are seen organizing the seneca falls convention though relatively liberal in
terms of gender quaker romances are considerably less progressive when it
comes to race relations thus they reflect america s conflicted relationship
with its history of race and gender abuse and the country s tendency to both
resist and advocate social change ultimately quaker romances reinforce the
myth of america as a white and christian nation here embodied by the quaker
heroine the all powerful savior who rescues native americans african
americans and jews while conquering the hero s heart



Vegan Family

2015-09-08

dieses buch ist eine hilfestellung für alle die sich mit dem thema ernährung
beschäftigen geschrieben aus vielen persönlichen erfahrungen und mit
wissenschaftlicher untermalung es zeigt wie einfach veganes leben und der
vegane familienalltag sein kann selbst während einer schwangerschaft oder mit
kleinen kindern saskia rehäußer geboren 1980 studierte architektur in gießen
und arbeitete danach in verschiedenen firmen als projektleiterin momentan
befindet sie sich in elternzeit und kümmert sich um ihre zwei kinder zum
veganismus fand sie 2012 und beschäftigt sich seitdem intensiv mit dem thema

A Guest at the Shooters' Banquet

2011-06-23

in prose as beautiful as it is powerful rita gabis follows the trail of her
grandfather s collaboration with the nazis a trail riddled with secrets
slaughter mystery and discovery rita gabis comes from a family of eastern
european jews and lithuanian catholics she was close to her catholic
grandfather as a child and knew one version of his past prior to immigration
he had fought the russians whose brutal occupation of lithuania destroyed
thousands of lives before hitler s army swept in five years ago gabis
discovered an unthinkable dimension to her family story from 1941 to 1943 her



grandfather had been chief of security police under the gestapo in the
lithuanian town of svencionys near the killing field of poligon where 8 000
jews were murdered over three days in the fall of 1941 in 1942 the local
polish population was also hunted down gabis felt compelled to find out the
complicated truth of who her grandfather was and what he had done built
around dramatic interviews in four countries filled with original scholarship
and mesmerizing in its lyricism a guest at the shooters banquet is a history
and family memoir like no other documenting the holocaust by bullets in a
remarkable quest as gabis returns again and again to the country of her
grandfather s birth to learn all she can about the man she thought she knew

Il limbo di Giano

2005-03-06

roma nel 59 che aspetta la proiezione della dolce vita i nobili del sangue e
gli arrivisti gli snob e la bella gente il mondo del cinema e i bigotti gli
intellettualoidi e gli artisti e giada rovi sanlupi la giovane volubile e
anticonformista figlia d un marchese del baldacchino e la bellezza di venus
victrix che rivive nelle sembianze di germaine kenneth la sofisticata
bisessuale attrice scespiriana e l invadente promiscua amazzone bea alemanni
tutti in un racconto psicologico nel quale il mal marié cristiano belisario
la voce narrante in terza persona ha appena completato la sceneggiatura della
vita di paolina borghese per scoprire che la sua libertà individuale e di
scrittore e di innamorato è come lo specchio d un salotto angusto dà la mera



illusione dello spazio

Gioco a Somma Zero

2013-09-16

il destino di un ufficiale inglese s incrocia con quello di due donne in un
triangolo dominato dall amalgama di barbarie e eroismi che genera l
occupazione tedesca dell italia daniel incontra a roma elena una pittrice e
una spia della rsi la incontrera di nuovo a milano quando s e innamorato di
francesca una intellettuale comunista ai dubbi sentimentali dei tre si unisce
il senso d impotenza di fronte a una lotta che mette a nudo gli aspetti pia
esecrabili della natura umana daniel non otterra che i capi della resistenza
consegnino mussolini agli alleati elena vedra il suo collega tedesco disteso
a terra castrato dai partigiani francesca assistera all esecuzione del
dittatore dopo la resa della germania elena che ha ucciso un ufficiale
americano e detenuta nel carcere di santa verdiana in attesa di giudizio per
crimini di guerra la difendera davanti alla corte militare alleata daniel
ormai in preda a un incontenibile passione per due donne nello stesso tempo

York Notes AS/A2: The Bloody Chamber Kindle edition

2015-07-21

the ultimate guides to exam success york notes for as a2 are brand new and



have been specifically designed to help you get the very best grade you can
they are comprehensive easy to use packed with valuable features and written
by experienced examiners and teachers to give you an expert understanding of
the text critical approaches and the all important exam this edition covers
the bloody chamber and includes an enhanced exam skills section which
includes essay plans expert guidance on understanding questions and sample
answers you ll know exactly what you need to do and say to

Preserving the Spell

2017-11-27

fairy tales are supposed to be magical surprising and exhilarating an
enchanting counterpoint to everyday life that nonetheless helps us understand
and deal with the anxieties of that life today however fairy tales are far
from marvelous in the hands of hollywood they have been stripped of their
power offering little but formulaic narratives and tame surprises if we want
to rediscover the power of fairy tales as armando maggi thinks we should we
need to discover a new mythic lens a new way of approaching and understanding
and thus re creating the transformative potential of these stories in
preserving the spell maggi argues that the first step is to understand the
history of the various traditions of oral and written narrative that together
created the fairy tales we know today he begins his exploration with the ur
text of european fairy tales giambattista basile s the tale of tales then
traces its path through later italian french english and german traditions



with particular emphasis on the grimm brothers adaptations of the tales which
are included in the first ever english translation in an appendix carrying
his story into the twentieth century maggi mounts a powerful argument for
freeing fairy tales from their bland contemporary forms and reinvigorating
our belief that we still can find new powerfully transformative ways of
telling these stories

Democracy Promotion as Foreign Policy

2014-07-15

this book looks at democracy promotion as a form of foreign policy elliott
asks why democracy was seen to be the answer to the 7 7 bombings in london
and why it should be promoted not in britain but in pakistan the book
provides a detailed answer to these questions examining the logic and the
modes of thinking that made such a response possible through analysis of the
stories we tell about ourselves stories about time history development
civilisation and the ineluctable spread of democracy elliott argues that
these narratives have become a key tool in enabling practices that
differentiate selves from others friends from enemies the domestic from the
foreign civilisation from the barbarian they operate with a particular
conception of time and constitute a british democratic national identity by
positing an other that is barbaric alien despotic violent and backward such
understandings are useful in wake of disaster because they leave us with
something to do danger can be managed by bringing certain people and places



up to date however this book shows that there are other stories to be told
and that it is possible to read stories about history against the grain and
author alternative less oppressive versions providing a genealogy drawing on
material from colonial and postcolonial britain and pakistan including
legislation political discourse popular culture and government projects this
book will be of interest to scholars and students focusing on democracy
promotion genealogy critical border studies poststructural ir postcolonial
politics discourse analysis identity subjectivity and the war on terror

Righteous Gentiles

2018-07-19

since 1953 the state of israel has named non jews who risked their lives to
help save jews during the holocaust as righteous among the nations known as
righteous gentiles these individuals summoned the strength to put aside their
own safety to oppose the nazis this engrossing volume educates readers about
some of the noteworthy righteous gentiles and groups who stood to lose
everything as they aided hid and fought for the jews with words as well as
weapons photographs and quotes from primary source documents pull the reader
into the inimitable experiences of these heroes



Learn Better ― 頭の使い方が変わり、学びが深まる6つのステップ

2013-12-20
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The Cambridge Companion to Lesbian Literature

2017-01-24

the cambridge companion to lesbian literature examines literary
representations of lesbian sexuality identities and communities from the
medieval period to the present in so doing it delivers insight into the
variety of traditions that have shaped the present landscape of lesbian
literature

SUPERHUBS

2017-02-15

one of bloomberg s best books 2016 foreword by nouriel roubini uperhubs is a
rare behind the scenes look at how the world s most powerful titans the
superhubs pull the levers of our global financial system combining insider s
knowledge with principles of network science sandra navidi offers a startling
new perspective on how superhubs build their powerful networks and how their
decisions impact all our lives uperhubs reveals what happens at the exclusive
invitation only platforms the world economic forum in davos the meetings of
the international monetary fund think tank gatherings and exclusive galas
this is the most vivid portrait to date of the global elite the bank ceos
fund managers billionaire financiers and politicians who through their
interlocking relationships and collective influence are transforming our



increasingly fragile financial system economy and society

전문가의 독재

2021-05-08

this book explores the narratives of girlhood in contemporary ya vampire
fiction bringing into the spotlight the genre s radical ambivalent and
contradictory visions of young femininity agnieszka stasiewicz bieńkowska
considers less explored popular vampire series for girls particularly those
by p c and kristin cast and richelle mead tracing the ways in which they
engage in larger cultural conversations on girlhood in the western world
mapping the interactions between girl and vampire corporealities delving into
the unconventional tales of vampire romance and girl sexual expressions
examining the narratives of women and violence and venturing into the uncanny
vampire classroom to unmask its critique of present day schooling the volume
offers a new perspective on the vampire genre and an engaging insight into
the complexities of growing up a girl

Girls in Contemporary Vampire Fiction

2020-07-14

christians desire to grow in their relationship with god they want to
flourish to experience victory in their christian lives they want to live in



the overcoming power that the cross provides but they are stuck they are like
my friend john who works sixty hours per week sits in two hours of traffic
each day and carries the burdens of the world on his shoulders he and his
wife jenny love each other or at least they used to they now spend their time
together carting their kids to activities after driving through taco bell for
dinner every week john sits in the second row at church listening to the
pastor and he and jenny volunteer in the children s church but he told me
last week that he is exhausted on the surface he has a good life but deep
down he is drowning he has no real victory how does someone like john stem
the tide how does he start living the victorious lifestyle jesus came to
offer many find the answer in promises of a magic pill something that
provides a quick fix but such fixes don t exist the victory of god is an
ongoing lifestyle while adopting and applying certain priorities that prepare
and equip us for life true victory comes in heaven and not on earth and only
the spirit of god living through the believer based on god s word can give
true victory but there are basic principles that god has used throughout the
centuries to encourage believers and give them victory in this book i ve
pinpointed nine principles and priorities that will help a believer live a
victorious christian life they are victory in preparing for eternity victory
in experiencing god s love victory in god s grace victory in god s
sovereignty victory in spending time with jesus victory in close
relationships victory in the local church victory in rest victory in healthy
living these nine priorities will help you understand and apply principles
that are simple biblical and time tested to produce spiritual emotional and
physical benefits my aim is to stimulate you to live these biblical truths
while allowing the holy spirit to transform you



Living in Victory

2019-11-08

this book explores women s short supernatural fiction between the emergence
of first wave feminism and the post suffrage period arguing that while
literary ghosts enabled an interrogation of women s changing circumstances
ghosts could have both subversive and conservative implications haunted house
narratives by charlotte riddell and margaret oliphant become troubled by
uncanny reminders of the origins of middle class wealth in domestic and
foreign exploitation corpse like revenants are deployed in female gothic
tales by mary elizabeth braddon and edith nesbit to interrogate masculine
aestheticisation of female death in the culturally hybrid supernaturalism of
alice perrin the marriage question migrates to colonial india and
psychoanalytically informed stories by may sinclair eleanor scott and violet
hunt explore just how far gender relations have really progressed in the post
first world war period study of the woman s short story productively
problematises literary histories about the golden age of the ghost story and
about the transition from victorianism to modernism

British Women’s Short Supernatural Fiction,
1860–1930

2016-08-31



bridging the fields of religion and latina o studies this book fills a gap by
examining the spiritual rhetoric and practices of the chicano movement
bringing new theoretical life to biblical studies and chicana o writings from
the 1960s such as el plan espiritual de aztlán and el plan de santa barbara
jacqueline m hidalgo boldly makes the case that peoples for whom historical
memories of displacement loom large engage scriptures in order to make and
contest homes movement literature drew upon and defied the scriptural
legacies of revelation a christian scriptural text that also carries a
displaced homing dream through the slipperiness of utopian imaginations these
texts become places of belonging for those whose belonging has otherwise been
questioned hidalgo s elegant comparative study articulates as never before
how aztlán and the new jerusalem s imaginative power rest in their
ambiguities their ambivalence and the significance that people ascribe to
them

Revelation in Aztlán

2017-05-02

a new kind of history of the southwest mainly new mexico and arizona that
foregrounds the stories of latino and indigenous peoples who made the
southwest matter to the nation in the twentieth century provided by publisher



A Land Apart

2016-03-29

science is beginning to understand that our thinking has a deep and
complicated relationship with our eating our thoughts before during and after
eating profoundly impact our food choices our digestive health our brain
health and more yet most of us give very little thought to our food beyond
taste and basic nutritional content in this revolutionary book dr caroline
leaf packs an incredible amount of information that will change readers
eating and thinking habits for the better rather than getting caught up in
whether we should go raw or vegan gluten free or paleo leaf shows readers
that every individual is unique has unique nutritional needs and has the
power to impact their own health through the right thinking there s no one
perfect solution rather she shows us how to change the way we think about
food and put ourselves on the path towards health anyone who is tired of
traditional diet plans that don t work who struggles with emotional eating or
who simply isn t satisfied with their level of health will find in this book
the key to discovering how they can begin developing a healthier body brain
and spirit

Think and Eat Yourself Smart

2017-01-20



as american television continues to garner considerable esteem rivalling the
seventh art in its cinematic aesthetics and the complexity of its narratives
one aspect of its development has been relatively unexamined while film has
long acknowledged its tendency to adapt an ability that contributed to its
status as narrative art capable of translating canonical texts onto the
screen television adaptations have seemingly been relegated to the miniseries
or classic serial from remakes and reboots to transmedia storytelling loose
adaptations or adaptations which last but a single episode the recycling of
pre existing narrative is a practice that is just as common in television as
in film and this text seeks to rectify that oversight examining series from m
a s h to game of thrones pride and prejudice to castle

Television and Serial Adaptation

2023-12-28

an exploration of how espionage narratives give access to cultural
conceptions of gender and sexuality before and following the second world war
this book moves away from masculinist assumptions of the genre to offer an
integrative survey of the sexualities on display from important characters
across spy fiction topics covered include how authors mocked the traditional
spy genre james bond as a symbol of pervasive british superiority still
anxious about masculinity how older female spies act as queer figures that
disturb the masculine mythology of the secret agent and how the clandestine
lives of agents described ways to encode queer communities under threat from



fascism covering texts such as the bond novels john le carré s oeuvre and
their notable adaptations and works by helen macinnes christopher isherwood
and mick herron sexuality and gender in fictions of espionage takes stock of
spy fiction written by women female protagonists written by men and probes
the representations of masculinity generated by male authors offering a
counterpoint to a genre traditionally viewed as male centric sexuality and
gender in fictions of espionage proposes a revision of masculinity femininity
queer identities and gendered concepts such as domesticity and relates them
to notions of nationality and the defence work conducted at crucial moments
in history

Sexuality and Gender in Fictions of Espionage

2014-12-11

music and coexistence a journey across the world in search of musicians
making a difference is both study and travelogue as author osseily hanna
explores the courageous work of musicians who compose and perform with their
ostensible enemies or in extraordinary social situations he documents the
political and economic constraints faced by musicians from the wall that
encloses a refugee camp in jerusalem to the tensions among kfor and
carabinieri peacekeepers who keep serbs and kosovar albanians apart to the
cultural and linguistic suppression that afflicts minority communities in
turkey a multilingual musician hanna examines the lives of the individuals
and groups at the forefront of the effort to bridge ethnic cultural and



religious divisions featuring musicians from thirteen different countries and
territories across five continents hanna s story includes a remarkable cadre
of performers such as the musicians who comprise heartbeat a group of israeli
and palestinian youth who compose record and perform music together the
albino musicians of tanzania who regularly combat persecution by local
shamans the multiracial and thriving samba musicians in sao paolo and a
former child soldier from cambodia who seeks to revive traditional music
following the genocide in the 1970s with photos taken by the author during
his travels this work is a unique contribution for those interested in world
music and peace studies this unique and remarkable work will open the eyes
and the hearts of every musician and music lover who recognizes music as a
universal language

Music and Coexistence

2023-11-06

in 1997 saul friedländer emphasized the need for an integrated history of the
holocaust his suggestion to connect the policies of the perpetrators the
attitudes of surrounding society and the world of the victims provides the
inspiration for this volume following in these footsteps this innovative
study approaches holocaust history through a combination of macro analysis
with micro studies featuring a range of contemporary research from emerging
scholars in the field this peer reviewed volume provides detailed engagement
with a variety of historical sources such as documents artifacts photos or



text passages the contributors investigate particular aspects of sound
materiality space and social perceptions to provide a deeper understanding of
the holocaust which have often been overlooked or generalised in previous
historical research yet as we approach an era of no first hand witnesses this
multidisciplinary micro historical approach remains a fundamental aspect of
holocaust research and can provide a theoretical framework for future studies

New Microhistorical Approaches to an Integrated
History of the Holocaust

2016-11-15

the tale of an all black battalion whose crucial contributions at d day have
gone unrecognised to this day

Forgotten

2016-10-04

an inspiring practical guide to finding rest and getting closer to god
sabbath keeping not only brings physical refreshment it restores the soul god
commands us to remember the sabbath but is it realistic in today s fast paced
culture in this warm and helpful book shelly miller dispels legalistic ideas
about sabbath and shows how even busy people can implement a rhythm of rest



into their lives whether for an hour a morning or a whole day with
encouraging stories from people in different stages in life miller shares
practical advice for having peaceful close times with god you will learn
simple ways to be intentional about rest ideas for tuning out distractions
and tuning in god and even how meals and other times with friends and family
can be sabbath experiences ultimately this book is an invitation to those who
long for rest but don t know how to make it a reality sabbath is a gift from
god to be embraced not a spiritual hoop to jump through

Rhythms of Rest
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